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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method for the objective evaluation of the perceived quality of video content. The proposed method is based on the experimental measurement of a simple metric derived from the encoding and playback of a short video clip in MPEG-4 format. Implementation and tests have been performed in the frame of the IST/SOQUET project.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mobile communications systems of the 3rd generation, among which UMTS is the most dominant, will provide the platforms for a multitude of novel services and applications. Where mobile communications systems of the 2nd generation concentrated on voice and data services, the 3rd generation systems will provide a broader range of services. Multimedia, including Internet content, downloading of short video clips etc. is expected to be a significant part of the new offerings. One of the 3G visions is that services will be sold in a consumer mass market based on the provision of content at a requested quality. There are a number of approaches to this, one being the use of Perceived Quality of Service (PQoS) concept. The evaluation of the PQoS for multimedia and audiovisual content that have variable bandwidth demands, will provide a user with a range of choices covering for example the possibilities of low, medium or high quality connections, indication of service availability and costs. Based on the available radio resources a quality map can be computed and will be provided as a menu of options by service providers to end users grouped into different connection categories or some other rational partitioning. Dissemination of the menu of services is the responsibility of the service providers (e.g. via a Web site). End users choose the QoS that they want to start the session with, so that the service provider can launch the service with a set of parameters that match those requested by the user. The application of the PQoS concept gives the operator (or even the service provider) the capability of a better exploitation of the network resources, because it is possible to allocate only those radio resources sufficient to maintain user satisfaction. Since this is true for each user, then the overall allocation of the radio resource results in an optimization of the system spectral efficiency.

The Information Society Technologies (IST) project SOQUET (IST-2000-28521) aims to promote the adoption and usage of the perceived quality of service concept in upcoming 3G networks. In this context, one of its major objectives is to develop efficient and cost-effective solutions for the delivery of the envisaged services at a requested (user perceived) quality. This is essential for those services targeting a consumer mass market (existing and new QoS-based interactive services) and will in turn justify the investment to such services and technologies for the business entities involved in a 3G (and beyond) venture.

In order to provide audiovisual content at different perceived quality levels, it is necessary to define the variation of PQoS as an equation of the encoding bit rate. Precise curves of PQoS vs. bit rate can be derived using an audience of people, who are watching the video (e.g. a short video clip) and score its quality, as perceived by them. However, this procedure is expensive and time consuming, because it involves a lot of people, gathering and elaboration on results to derive mean values. For actual commercial applications, objective measurement of PQoS for any type of video content is required. In this respect, this paper defines a simple metric for the measurement of the PQoS level and presents a method that is capable of making objective measurements of the perceived quality of audiovisual content, in the form of a short video clip.

II. DEFINITION OF METRICS FOR EVALUATING PQoS

Among the standardized digital video encoding formats (MPEG-1/2/4), the MPEG-4 is mostly preferred in the distribution of interactive multimedia services over IP, while MPEG-2 is almost exclusively used in DVB networks. Furthermore, MPEG-4 is most suitable for 3G networks, because it provides a good quality at a lower bit rate, compared to the other two formats given that UMTS
can reach up to 2 Mbit/sec maximum bit rate [1],[5]. Unlike MPEG-1 and MPEG-2, the evolution of MPEG-4 has followed two paths; the former is based on Windows Media Technologies (WMT) and the latter on ISO/IEC N4668 standard (March 2002).

The most reliable method to measure the perceived quality level of audiovisual content is to use subjective evaluations. Curves of PQoS vs. bit rate can be derived using an audience of people, who are watching the video (e.g. a short video clip) and score its quality, as perceived by them. Such curves are shown in figure 1 [2]. Curve (A) represents a video clip with low temporal and spatial dynamics, i.e. whose content has “poor” movements and low picture complexity. Such a curve can be derived, for example from a talk show. Curve (C) represents a short video clip with high dynamics, such as a football match. Curve (B) represents an intermediate case. Each curve -and therefore each video clip- can be characterized by: (a) the low bit rate (BR_l), which corresponds to the lower value of the accepted PQoS (PQ_L) by the audience, (b) the high bit rate (BR_h), which corresponds to the minimum value of the bit rate for which the PQoS reaches its maximum value (PQ_H) (see BR_h for curve (A) in figure 1) and (c) the mean inclination of the curve, which can be defined as ME=(PQ_H – PQ_L) / (BR_h – BR_l). From the curves of figure 1, it can be deduced that video clips with low dynamics have lower BR_l and higher ME than clips with high dynamics.

The variation of the mean frame rate during playback, drops below 25 fps, as measured by the statistics tool. These can be measured by the mean frame rate, which remains constant to 25 fps, as measured by the player statistics tool. It was also observed that when the bit rate drops below a certain threshold, picture pauses appear. These can be measured by the mean frame rate, which drops below 25 fps, as measured by the statistics tool.

The method proposed in this paper is based on a linear approximation of the curves of figure 1. Such an approach is depicted in figure 2. Although it is evident that there is a deviation between the actual and linearly approximated curves, this error is not significant in comparison with the practical benefit of the proposed method.

In the proposed approach, two metrics are required to be measured: the BR_l and the ME of the corresponding curve. The measurement of these two metrics is enough to define the bit rate that corresponds to any value of the perceived quality for a video clip. The following section presents a technique to estimate these two metrics objectively.

### III. OBJECTIVE ESTIMATION OF BR_l AND ME

For the needs of this paper, five test video clips with different content dynamics each were used. These well known video clips have been developed by Tektronix Corp. [7] and Sanoff Laboratories and are shown on Table 1. Each test video clip was transcoded from its original MPEG-2 format at 12 Mbit/s to WMT MPEG-4 format, at different bit rates. For each bit rate, a different MPEG-4 file was created. CIF resolution (352x288) and 25 frames per second (fps) were common parameters for the transcoding process in all test videos.

Each MPEG-4 video clip was then played back using a suitable media player, featuring an option to measure the mean value of fps over the whole duration of the video clip (statistics option).

During playback, it was observed that the perceived quality decreases as the bit rate drops, even though the mean frame rate remain constant to 25 fps, as measured by the player statistics tool. It was also observed that when the bit rate drops below a certain threshold, picture pauses appear. These can be measured by the mean frame rate, which drops below 25 fps, as measured by the statistics tool.

The variation of the mean frame rate during playback, versus encoding bit rate is shown in figure 3, for the various test video clips. Note that since the statistics tool measures mean values, the points on the curves do not correspond always on integer values.

| Clip 1 | Suzie          |
| Clip 2 | Cactus & Comb |
| Clip 3 | Table Tennis  |
| Clip 4 | Flowers & Mile|
| Clip 5 | Mobile & Calendar |
Table 1. The five test video clips

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Dynamics</th>
<th>BRL (Kbps)</th>
<th>Mean Inclination (fps/kbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The Mean Inclination vs. BR_L bit rate

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD.

The main scope of SOQUET project is to develop efficient and cost-effective solutions for the delivery of the envisaged services at a requested (user perceived) quality. This means that the service provider offers a number of different qualities, among which the consumer is able to choose the one, at which he/she prefers to watch the offered video clips. In order to achieve this, the service provider has to define the curve of PQoS vs. bit rate for each video clip it intends to offer. Then it has to encode each video clip with the encoding bit rate that corresponds to every level of PQoS.

According to the above model, and assuming 5 quality levels (1=lowest and 5=highest), it is possible to define the values of bit rate that correspond to quality levels 1 to 5 and given a short video clip, it is sufficient to define the bit rate for which the mean frame rate drops below 25 fps for this clip. This corresponds to the lowest accepted perceived quality level (level 1). Then, using the data of table 2 it is possible to estimate the encoding bit rates, which correspond to the quality levels (e.g. 5 levels). Finally, the service provider stores the encoded clips with different quality levels into a server, from where end users are able to access them.

In order to define the bit rate that corresponds to quality level 1 (lowest accepted perceived quality) for a given short video clip it is necessary to encode the clip at a significant number of bit rates, according to those shown in figure 4. This is a time consuming process. A simplified approach is to divide the axis of bit rate in N equal areas, as shown in figure 4. Each area is defined by the initial value, e.g. area 3 is defined by BR_L3. Given a short video clip, the process starts with its encoding in MPEG-4 at n different bit rates: BR_L1, BR_L2, ... BR_Ln according to the areas shown in figure 4. Then, the mean fps for each bit rate is measured using the statistics tool. This allows the determination of the bit rate for which frame loss begins (quality level 1). From table 2, it is possible to define the values of the bit rates that correspond to various quality levels.
Observing curves of figure 4 that correspond to BR_{L1} and BR_{Lx} it is derived that video clips with high dynamics can be offered with more quality level choices than videos with low dynamics.

For example a video clip with low temporal and spatial dynamics is useless to be offered in many quality levels, because the differences will be negligible. One or two quality levels are enough for a static video, i.e. a talk show. In other words, if the distance between the BR_{Lx} and BR_{Hx} (see figure 4) of a clip is large (this indicates video clips with high dynamics) then the offering quality levels will be many. For video clips with low dynamics this distance will be short and the offering quality levels few.

When a user is about to choose the quality level, at which he/she wishes to watch a specific video clip, then the provider should offer as possible choices all that levels, which are implemented by pre-selected bit rates that are contained in the area [BR_{Lx}, BR_{Hx}], of the selected video clip. Of course the provider will define the exact number of these bit rates, according to the above note that video clips with high dynamics are expected to be offered with more quality level choices than videos with low dynamics. Then using the proposed method, the provider can precisely find the bit rates that correspond to specific quality levels.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The provision of audiovisual content at different perceived quality levels requires curves of PQoS vs. bit rate, which are usually derived via an audience of people. This paper defines a simple metric for the quantitative estimation of the PQoS level and presents a method that is capable of making objective measurements of the perceived quality of audiovisual content, in the form of a short video clip. The proposed method is very useful for actual commercial applications and it has been implemented and tested in the frame of IST/SOQUET project.
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